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Abstract—An ultra-broad-band reflection-type phase shifter
is proposed. Theoretically, the proposed phase shifter has fre-
quency-independent characteristics in the case of 180phase
shift. The phase shifter is composed of a 3-dB hybrid coupler
and a pair of novel reflective terminating circuits. The reflective
terminating circuit switches two states of series and parallelLC
circuits. Using an ideal circuit model without parasitic circuit
elements, we have derived the determining condition of frequency
independence of circuit elements. Extending the concept, we can
also obtain a broad-band phase shifter for other phase difference
as well. In this case, for a given phase difference and an operating
frequency, we also derive a condition to obtain minimum variation
of phase difference around the operating frequency. This enables
the broad-band characteristics for arbitrary phase difference.
The fabricated 180 reflective terminating circuit monolithic
microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) has achieved a phase differ-
ence of 183 3 over 0.5–30 GHz. The 180phase-shifter MMIC
has demonstrated a phase shift of 187 7 over 0.5–20 GHz. The
90 reflective terminating circuit MMIC has performed a phase
difference of 93 7 over 4–12 GHz.

Index Terms—Broad-band, MMIC, monolithic microwave inte-
grated circuit, phase shifter, reflection type.

I. INTRODUCTION

PHASE shifters have been widely used in active phased-
array antennas (APAAs) for electronic beam steering [1].

Recently, broad-band APAAs have been required in wide-band
microwave applications. According to the demand of wide-band
APAAs, broad-band phase shifters have been developed [2]–[5].
In this paper, we propose an ultra-broad-band reflection-type
phase shifter with new reflective terminating circuits. The con-
ventional reflection-type phase shifter, which consists of a 3-dB
hybrid coupler and a pair of reflective terminating circuits with
impedance transformers, is able to be operated in a relatively
wide frequency range. However, it still has a restriction of op-
erating bandwidth because of poor frequency characteristics of
the impedance transformers [6].
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of a reflection-type phase shifter.

The proposed phase shifter is composed of a broad-band
3-dB hybrid coupler and a pair of novel reflective terminating
circuits. Theoretically, it has frequency-independent character-
istics in the case of 180phase shift. The reflective terminating
circuit switches two states of series and parallelLC circuits.
Using an ideal circuit model without parasitic circuit elements,
we have derived the determining condition of frequency inde-
pendence of circuit elements. Extending the concept, we can
also obtain a broad-band phase shifter for other phase difference
as well. In this case, for a given phase difference and an oper-
ating frequency, we also derive a condition to obtain minimum
variation of phase difference around the operating frequency.
This enables the broad-band characteristics for arbitrary phase
difference. The 180and 90 reflective terminating circuits’
monolithic microwave integrated circuit (MMIC) and the 180
reflection-type phase-shifter MMIC have been designed and
fabricated by 0.5-m pseudomorphic high electron-mobility
transistor (pHEMT) MMIC technology. The 180reflective
terminating circuit MMIC has achieved a phase difference of
183 3 over 0.5–30 GHz. The 180phase-shifter MMIC has
demonstrated a phase shift of 1877 over 0.5–20 GHz. The
90 reflective terminating circuit MMIC has performed a phase
difference of 93 7 over 4–12 GHz.

II. NOVEL REFLECTIVE TERMINATING CIRCUIT

A. 180 Phase-Difference Case

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a reflection-type phase
shifter. It consists of a broad-band 3-dB hybrid coupler and a
pair of reflective terminating circuits. Fig. 2 shows a schematic
diagram of a novel reflective terminating circuit. and
correspond to inductor and capacitor of the seriesLC circuit,
while and are the inductance and capacitance of the par-
allel LC circuit, respectively. The reflective terminating circuit
switches series and parallelLC circuits by switching the circuit.
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a novel reflective terminating circuit.

Reflection coefficients and of series and parallelLC
circuits are given by

(1)

(2)

where

(3)

(4)

In (1)–(4), and are the impedance of series and parallel
LC circuits and and are the reflection phase of series and
parallelLC circuits, respectively. is the impedance of a 3-dB
hybrid coupler. Using (1) and (2), and can be written as

(5)

(6)

The phase difference is defined by the following equation:

(7)

In order to obtain broad-band phase difference characteris-
tics, has to satisfy the following condition for all frequencies:

for all (8)

Substituting (7) into (8), we can obtain the following polyno-
mial equation:

(9)

The coefficients of all terms with respect tohave to be zero
to satisfy (9) for all . We can then derive the determining con-
dition as follows:

(10)

Substituting (10) into (7) leads to

(11)

As a result, it has been shown that only an 180phase dif-
ference is obtained without frequency dependence by satisfying
the determining condition of (10).

B. Non-180 Phase-Difference Case

Next, we derive the condition in the case of non-180phase-
difference over a broad bandwidth. To yield a broad-band
phase difference characteristics, it is required to satisfy condi-
tions as follows :

(12)

(13)

Substituting (7) into (12), we obtain the following equations:

(14)

(15)

From (7) and (13), we obtain the following equations:

(16)

(17)
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To reduce (14)–(17) to solvable forms, we introduce the con-
ditions as follows:

(18)

(19)

(20)

Equation (18) corresponds to the condition thatat is the
phase difference between the series circuit as a short
termination and parallel circuit . Equation (19) corre-
sponds to the condition thatat is the phase difference be-
tween the series circuit and parallel circuit as
an open termination. The is the center frequency of and

.
We can then reduce (14) and (15) to the following equations:

(21)

(22)

Equations (21) and (22) can be rewritten as follows:

(23)

(24)

Finally, we obtain solvable forms of (14) and (15) as follows:

(25)

(26)

We also reduce (16) and (17) to solvable forms as follows:

(27)

Let be the coefficient of (27). From (20) and (27),
and are expressed as follows:

(28)

(29)

Fig. 3. Ideal phase-difference characteristics of the reflective terminating
circuit.

The circuit elements , , , and are then given as
follows:

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

Therefore, the circuit elements have been expressed as func-
tions of and . Substituting (30)–(33) with (7), it is easily
shown that is a function of . The ideal phase-difference
characteristics versus normalized frequency are plotted
in Fig. 3. In the case of a 90phase difference, the phase-differ-
ence variation is less than 1.17over to , where and
are and , respectively.

III. D ESIGN

A. 180 Reflective-Terminating-Circuit MMIC

Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of the proposed 180reflec-
tive terminating circuit. It consists of only a few circuit elements
of built-in inductor , built-in capacitor , and a pair of FET1
and FET2. These FETs are used as switching elements.

Fig. 5 shows equivalent circuits of parallel and seriesLC
states of the 180reflective terminating circuit, respectively.

and are the on-state resistances of FET1 and FET2,
respectively. and are the off-capacitances of FET1
and FET2, respectively. In parallelLC state operation, FET1
and FET2 are turned on, as shown in Fig. 5(a). By neglecting

and , the circuit can be simplified to a parallelLC
circuit, which corresponds to the parallel resonant circuit of

in Fig. 2. In seriesLC state operation, FET1 and FET2
are pinched off, as shown in Fig. 5(b). When the admittance of
a series capacitance combination consisting ofand is
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of proposed 180� reflective terminating circuit.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. Equivalent circuits of parallel and seriesLC states of 180� reflective
terminating circuit. (a) ParallelLC state. (b) SeriesLC state.

small enough to be neglected, the circuit can be simplified to a
seriesLC circuit, which corresponds to the series resonant cir-
cuit of in Fig. 2. Therefore, Fig. 4 can be identical to
Fig. 2 provided that plays the role of and simultane-
ously. From (10), , and must be equal to . We
have the determining condition for the circuit shown in Fig. 4.
When the resonant frequency of the parallel and the seriesLC
circuits is set to be , the circuit elements of and
are determined uniquely as follows:

(34)

(35)

However, the parallelLC state has a return loss that is deter-
mined by nonzero and . The return-loss increase in
the parallelLC state particularly appears at . Therefore, the
parasitic resistances of FETs place a constraint on the operating
bandwidth. has to be optimally determined larger than the
operating bandwidth. From (34) and (35), the values ofand

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of a proposed 90� reflective terminating circuit.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Equivalent circuits of parallel and seriesLC states of 90� reflective
terminating circuit. (a) ParallelLC state. (b) SeriesLC state.

are 0.23 nH and 0.09 pF under the assumption of
and GHz.

B. 90 Reflective Terminating Circuit MMIC

Fig. 6 shows a schematic diagram of a proposed 90reflective
terminating circuit. It consists of two inductors, two capacitors,
and their FETs. These FETs are used as switching elements.

Fig. 7 shows equivalent circuits of parallel and seriesLC
states of the 90reflective terminating circuit, respectively.

and are the on-state resistances of FET1,
FET2, and FET3, respectively. and are the
off-capacitances of FET1, FET2, and FET3, respectively. In
parallelLC state operation, FET2 is pinched off and FET1 and
FET3 are turned on, as shown in Fig. 7(a). In the condition
that and can be neglected, the circuit
can be simplified to a parallelLC circuit, which corresponds
to the parallel resonant circuit of in Fig. 2. In series
LC state operation, FET1 and FET3 are pinched off and
FET2 is turned on, as shown in Fig. 7(b). In the condition
that and can be neglected,
the circuit can be simplified to a seriesLC circuit, which
corresponds to the series resonant circuit of in Fig. 2.
The FET size was determined so as to equalize the return loss
of the series and parallelLC states due to small
and . From (30)–(33), the values of and
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Fig. 8. Fabricated 180� reflective terminating circuit MMIC.

Fig. 9. Phase-difference performance of the 180� reflective terminating circuit
MMIC.

Fig. 10. Return-loss performance of the 180� reflective terminating circuit
MMIC.

are 0.68 nH, 3.26 pF, 2.19 nH, and 0.073 pF, respectively, under
the assumption of and GHz. and

are GHz and GHz, respectively.

IV. M EASUREDRESULTS

A. 180 Reflective Terminating Circuit and Phase-Shifter
MMIC

Fig. 8 depicts a photograph of a fabricated 180reflective
terminating circuit MMIC. The integrated circuit (IC) has been
fabricated by using 0.5-m pHEMT technology. To equalize
the return loss between parallel and seriesLC states, a resistor

Fig. 11. 180� phase-shifter MMIC.

Fig. 12. Phase-shift performance of the 180� phase-shifter MMIC.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. Insertion- and return-loss performance of the 180� phase-shifter
MMIC (a) ParallelLC state. (b) SeriesLC state.

is incorporated between source and drain terminals of FET1.
That resistor has a negligible effect on phase difference and
impedance of the circuit. Fig. 9 shows the simulated and
measured phase-difference characteristics of the 180reflective
terminating circuit MMIC. Fig. 10 shows the return-loss
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Fig. 14. Fabricated 90� reflective terminating circuit MMIC.

Fig. 15. Phase-difference performance of the 90� reflective terminating circuit
MMIC.

characteristics. Both of the measured and simulated results are
in good agreement. The measured phase difference is 1833
over 0.5–30 GHz, and the measured return loss is 2.30.4 dB
over 0.5–20 GHz.

Fig. 11 presents an ultra-broad-band 180reflection-type
phase-shifter MMIC fabricated by the same process. It con-
sists of a 3-dB Lange coupler and a pair of 180reflective
terminating circuits. Fig. 12 shows the measured and simulated
phase-shift characteristics of the phase-shifter MMIC. Fig. 13
shows the measured and simulated loss characteristics. The
measured phase shift is 1877 over 0.5–20 GHz. The
measured insertion loss is 3.70.6 dB over 6–20 GHz and
the measured insertion-loss error between parallel and series
LC states is less than 1 dB at the same frequency range. The
difference between the measured and simulated phase shift is
mainly due to differences between the model parameter and
measured data of a 3-dB Lange coupler used in it.

B. 90 Reflective Terminating Circuit MMIC

Fig. 14 depicts a photograph of a 90reflective terminating
circuit MMIC fabricated by the same process. Fig. 15 shows
the simulated and measured phase-difference characteristics
of the 90 reflective terminating circuit MMIC. Fig. 16 shows
the return-loss characteristics. The measured phase difference
is 93 7 over 4–12 GHz, and the measured return loss is

Fig. 16. Return-loss performance of the 90� reflective terminating circuit
MMIC.

1.95 0.7 dB at the same frequency range. The difference be-
tween the measured and simulated phase difference are mainly
caused by differences between the measured and simulated
FET characteristics used in it.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented an ultra-broad-band reflection-type phase
shifter, which is composed of a broad-band 3-dB hybrid cou-
pler and a pair of novel reflective terminating circuits. Theo-
retically, the proposed phase shifter has frequency-independent
characteristics in the case of a 180phase shift. The reflective
terminating circuit switches two states of series and parallelLC
circuits. Using an ideal circuit model without parasitic circuit el-
ements, we have derived the determining condition of circuit el-
ements for frequency independence. Extending the concept, we
can also obtain a broad-band phase shifter for other phase dif-
ferences as well. For a given phase difference and an operating
frequency, we also have derived a condition to obtain minimum
variation of phase difference around the operating frequency.
The fabricated 180reflective terminating circuit MMIC has
achieved a phase difference of 1833 over 0.5–30 GHz. The
fabricated 180phase-shifter MMIC utilizing the reflective ter-
minating circuits has successfully demonstrated a phase shift
of 187 7 over 0.5–20 GHz. The fabricated 90reflective ter-
minating circuit MMIC has performed a phase difference of
93 7 over 4–12 GHz.
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